
1. Use a blob as a replacement for lost paint container 1. Use a blob as a replacement for lost paint container 

caps.caps.  

2. Give restless kids a blob to play with, sort of like a stress 2. Give restless kids a blob to play with, sort of like a stress 

ball.ball.  

3. Attach balloons to walls and ceilings with Blu3. Attach balloons to walls and ceilings with Blu--tack.tack.  

4. Stop the buzz of a vibrating speaker with a wad of Blu4. Stop the buzz of a vibrating speaker with a wad of Blu--

tack.tack.  

5. Position a small ball of Blu5. Position a small ball of Blu--tack under a projector to level tack under a projector to level 

the projection.the projection.  

6. Use to create figures for your Bible story. (It also works 6. Use to create figures for your Bible story. (It also works 

well to use the figures to create a stop motion clip.)well to use the figures to create a stop motion clip.)  

7. Hold paint pots in place to prevent kids tipping them.7. Hold paint pots in place to prevent kids tipping them.  

8. Attach a blob to the whiteboard to hold markers.8. Attach a blob to the whiteboard to hold markers.  

9. Pick up spilled beads easily with a blob of Blu9. Pick up spilled beads easily with a blob of Blu--tack.tack.  

10. Use a ball of' Blu10. Use a ball of' Blu--tack to secure the 'Special seat' prize tack to secure the 'Special seat' prize 

to the base of one of your kidmin chairs.to the base of one of your kidmin chairs.  

. . . . .. . . . .  
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